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Star-Free Regular Sets of ~o-Sequences 
WOLFGANG THOMAS 
Mathematisches Institut der Universitiit, 7800 Freiburg, West Germany 
The sets  of oJ-sequences over a finite alphabet which are definable in an 
appropriate first-order language are characterized in terms of star-free regular 
sets of words. This settles a problem of Ladner (1977), Inform. Contr. 33, 
281-303. 
0. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
An interesting subclass of the class of regular sets of words was introduced 
by McNaughton and Papert (1971), namely the class of star-free (regular) sets. 
Given a finite alphabet Z, the class of star-free sets over 27 consists of all word-sets 
which can be constructed from the finite subsets of 27* by the boolean operations 
(union, intersection, and complement w.r.t. Z*) and the product operation 
U"  V = {uve27* l ue  U, vE  V}. 
I f  also the star-operation 
U* = {u0 "" u~_l e 27* ] n ~> 0, ui e U} 
is allowed, one gets the class of regular sets over 27. For technical reasons, we 
shall denote by SFz  (resp. REGz) the star-free (resp. regular) subsets of X + 
(i.e. X* without the empty word). 
McNaughton and Papert (1971) found several characterizations of SFz ;  
among these an "equivalence" between SF  z and the first-order theory of finite 
linear orders. Connecting this with earlier work of Bfichi (1960) concerning 
regular sets and the (weak) monadic second order theory of finite linear orders, 
this equivalence was worked out by Ladner (1977) in an appealing way. 
To formulate these results we need some terminology. Throughout he paper 
we consider a fixed finite alphabet of the form 27 = 27~ = {0, 1} ~ where n ~> 1. 
Every word w = a 0 "" am of 27+ determines a finite structure ~IR~ = (3/1, <,  
P1 .... , P~), where Pi  C M, in the following way: M = {0,..., m}, < is the usual 
ordering on M, and we have h ~ Pi iff the ith component of ak is 1. Similarly, 
a sequence ~ ~ 27°~ determines a structure 9X~ = (oJ, <,  P~ .... , In) ,  where co 
is the set of natural numbers and Pi C ~o. The first-order language appropriate 
for 27, which we denote by LI(Z), has as nonlogical constants the binary relation 
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symbol < and unary relation symbols Pl  .... , Pn,  and is built up from these 
in the usual way. Similarly, the monadic second order language L~(27) is defined. 
For a sentence 9 of L,(E) (or ofL2(27)) let Mod 9 consist of all words w ~ 27+ such 
that 93l,o ~ ~. Mod°' ~o denotes the set of all c~ ~ 27 °0 such that 9J~ ~ cp. (Here 
it is understood that the monadic second order variables range over arbitrary 
subsets of oo.) If W = Mod 9 for some 9 ~L~(27) (resp. L2(27)) , we say that Wis 
first-order (resp. monadic-second-order) definable. Similarly for a set A C 27% 
The following characterization of the monadic-second-order definable sets of 
words is a result of Biichi (1960) and Ladner (1977): 
THEOREM O. 1. A set W C 27+ is monadic-second-order definable iff it belongs 
to REGz.  
The corresponding theorem for first-order definability was proved in 
McNaughton/Papert (1971) and Ladner (1977): 
THEOREM 0.2. A set W C X + is first-order definable iff it belongs to SFz  . 
Biichi (1962) and McNaughton (1966) proved an analogue of 0.1 for co- 
sequences. For this, define the class REGz ~ of co-regular sets over 27 to contain 
all subsets A of 27o, for which there are m and regular sets U~ ,..., Urn, V 1 ..... Vm 
m 
over 27 with d = Ui=l Ui" I~ °'. (For V C 27", V °~ contains all ~-sequences 
VoV1% "" where vi ~ V.) 
Then we have, by Bfichi (1962), 
THEOREM 0.3. A set d C X °" is monadic-second-order definable iff  it belongs 
to REGz% 
As Ladner remarks, the corresponding theorem for first-order definability 
fails: Take _d = ({0} • (0} tO {1})o, (a set of co-sequences having between any 
m two letters 1 an even number of O's). Then A is of the form Ui=l U~ • V~ ~° where 
the U~, Vi are star-free regular, but not first-order definable. 
So Ladner asked for an "algebraic" characterization f the first-order definable 
sets of co-sequences. In this paper we obtain such a characterization. 
I f  W C 27", let 
lira W = {o~  27 °, I infinitely many initial segments of oe are in W}. 
Choueka (1974) has shown (see also McNaughton (1966, Lemma 2)) that in 0.3 
we can replace the condition that _//belongs to REGx °' by the following equivalent 
one: 
there are m and regular sets U 1 .... , U,~, V 1 ,..., V,~ (,) 
over 27 such that A = @ Ui " lim Vi .  
i= l  
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Now let the class SF• of ~o-sequences be defined as follows: A set A C X ~ 
is in SFz  iff it can be written in the form Ui~__: Ui • lim Vi where the Ui, Vi are 
in SFz. We shall show that a set A C 27~ is first-order definable iff it belongs to 
SFZ. Moreover, our method of proof also yields the modified form of 0.3 
(with (*) instead of the condition that A is oJ-regular). Ladner (1977) also 
suggests a class of "o-star-free Z-regular sets" of ~o-sequences over Z, namely 
the smallest class containing ~ and closed under union, complement, and 
product with a star-free set of words on the left; it is shown there that any such 
set is indeed first-order definable. Using the characterization mentioned above, 
we can also show the converse; hence Ladner's class coincides with SFz.  Again 
a corresponding result will hold for the co-regular sets. 
We assume familiarity with the model-theoretic methods developed by 
Ehrenfeucht and Fraiss& We use a variant of these techniques due mainly to 
L~iuchli (1966) and Shelah (1975). Apart from the results presented in this paper 
the proofs have also applications in logic, for instance concerning the decidability 
of certain subsystems of first-order arithmetic. These matters are treated in 
Thomas (1979b). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we present without proof some facts from first order logic to 
be used later on. Let us fix the language L:(Z~) with the nonlogical constants 
~,  P: .... , P~.  Thus formulas are always Ll(Z~)-formulas. For the variables 
%, v:, %,... of this language we also write x, y, z,.... Structures will always be 
{<~, P: ,..., Pn}-structures. The letter g~ will be reserved for structures of the 
form gX = (o), < ,  P: ,..., P~). 
The quantifier-rank qr(9) of a formula 9 is defined recursively by 
qr(9 ) = 0, if 9 is atomic (i.e. x < y or Pix or x = y), 
qr(-n 9) = qr(9), 
qr(w v ~) = qr(9 ^  ¢) = qr (9 - -+~)= max{qr(9 ), qr(~)}, 
qr(3x@ = qr(Vx9) = qr(9 ) + 1. 
Let 93~ = (w, <,  P1 ,..., P~) be given. We shall define for m >/0  and every 
k, l a w with k ~ l the m-type T~[k,  l] of the segment [k, l] :=  {i e w [ k 
i ~ l}. T~ ~ [k, l] will be a finite object, and from it one will be able to determine 
effectively for any 9 with qr(9 ) ~ m whether the substructure of ~ with domain 
[k, l] satisfies 9- Similarly T~ ~ will be defined such that from T~, ~ one cart 
determine whether 9X ~ 9. 
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DEFINITION 1.I. For ~ ----- (~, <,  P~ ,..., Pn), h, l ~ w, k <. l, and a 
sequence k~ ,.., h,.~ of elements of [h, l], where r ~ ~o, let 
To~[k, l](k o .... , k~_~)= {~(% ..... %_~) I cp is an atomic formula v~ = v~ or 
v~. < % or Pv~, where i, j < r, such that 9J~ ~ 9(k0 ,..., kr-~)} 
and 
T~[k ,  l ] (k o ,..., k r_ l )  = {T~n~[k, l ] (k o .... , hr_~ , hr) i k r ~ [h, l]}. 
Let T,.~[k, l] = T~[h ,  I]A, where A is the empty sequence. T,, ~ is defined 
in the same way, taking ~o instead of the segment [h, l]. 
In the following, let ~ be the (finitel) set of all formally possible m-types. 
Let us summarize some properties of T~i[k ,  l] and Tm -~ (the proofs are standard, 
by induction on m; for (b~), (e~) using Ehrenfeucht-games): 
LEMMA 1.2. (a) For ~ = (oJ, <, P1 ,..., P~), m >~ O, and k, l e w, k <~ h 
T,,ml[k, l] and T~,, ~ are finite objects, and for an~ ~o with qr(@ <~ m, one can 
determine ffectively from T,,~[k, l] (resp. T,~ ~'J~) whether q~ holds in the substructure 
of 92R with domabz [k, I] (resp. in 9Jt). 
(bl) For any .r ~ ~2,~ there is a bounded formula ~v~(x, y)l such that for all 93l 
as above and k, l ~ w : 9)l ~ q%(k, l) iff T ,~[k,  l] ~- "r. We also write ~(x,  y) 
as  " T, , . [ , r  , y ] = .~"  . 
(be) For any bounded formula ¢(x, y) with qr(¢) ~ m there is a set T~ C ~ 
(effectively obtainable from ¢) such that for all ~Jl as above and all k, l ~ ~ with 
h <~ l: 
~t ~ ¢(h, t) iff m~ ~ V ~,(k, l). 
~T6 
In fact, we can define T,  by: .r ~ T~ iff there is a structure 9J~ and k, t ~ w with 
(cl) For any .r ~ ~ there is a sentence q~ such that for all 93l as above: 
(c.2) For any sequence ~ with qr(¢) <~ m there is a set T~ C ~ (effectiveh, 
obtainable from ¢) such that for all ~3l as above: 
9X~¢ iff 93t~ V 5%. 
~eY¢ 
We have v ~ T~ iff there is a structure 9J/with T~, ~ = "r and 9~l ~ ~b. 
i We cat1 a formula p(x, y) bounded if in q~ each quantifier is relativized to the segment 
Ix, y]. 
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Remark 1.3. I f  two m-types r 1 and % are given and we have T~,,~[ko, kl] = r 1 
and T~[k l  7- 1, kz] = re,  then the m-type Tm~[ko, k2] depends only on r 1 
and % and can be found effectively from r 1 and %.  Thus  we can introduce an 
effectively computable addition of m-types and write e.g. T~[ko ,  k2] = rl + %. 
Similarly, for given 93l = (co, < ,  P1 ..... P~) we may write T~, ~ = r 1 + ~ %,  
if there are numbers  n 0, n 1, n 2,... with n o < n 1 < .'. and Tm~[O, no] = %,  
T,,~°I[ni + t, ni+~] = r e for i >~ 0. Also this m-type can be found effectively 
from % and r e . 
2. CHARACTERIZING FIRST-ORDER DEFINABLE ~ETS OF co-~EQUENCES 
As a preparation we have to restate Theorem 0.2 in a modified form. Given 
a structure 9)l = (co, < , / )1  ,..., P~), every segment [k, l] determines a word 
in Z+; thus, referring to a set W C Z +, we may say that "the segment [k, l] of 9Jl 
belongs to W".  Now it should be clear that from 0.2 we have 
THEOREM 0.2'. A set W C 2+ is in SFz iff there is a bounded formula ~(x, y) 
of L~(X) such that for all 9X = (co, <, PI .... , P~) and all k, l e oJ with k <~ l 
the segment [k, l] of lot belongs to W iff ~ ~ qo(k, l). 
We now can proceed to the proof of the main result: 
THEOREM 2.1. A set A C Z ~° is first-order definable iff it belongs to SF2" 
(i.e. iff it can be written in the form 0~=~ gi " l im Vi where U1 ..... U~, , VI ..... V,, 
are in SFz). 
The direction from right to left is easy, using 0.2': Given L~ ,..., Urn, 
V1 .... , Vm in SFz ,  we may choose bounded formulas qq(x, y),..., %,(x, y), 
~bl(x , y),..., ~,,(x, y) which define the b~ and Vi as in 0.2'. Then  a sentence 
defining (,Ji~=l Ui " l im Vi is 
~/ ~X((~i(O , N) A VJ 3~" > y @i(X @ 1, z)). (*) 
i=1 
(Here the term 0 is used to denote the minimal  element of a structure, and 
x + 1 to denote the immediate <-successor of x. This  gives sense since we are 
are only interested in structures over co with the usual ordering.) 
The  other half of the theorem requires rewriting an arbitrary sentence ~ of 
L~(Z) in the form (*) where the qoi(x, y) and ~hi(x, y) have to be bounded. For this, 
we consider, given 9X = (co, < , / )1  .... , P~) and m >/0 ,  the following binary 
~J~ . relation ~-~ over co (short for m)- 
k ~-~ l iff there is a k' > k, l such that Tm~[k, k'] = Tm~[l, k']. (+)  
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We say "k and l merge at k" '  if (@) holds and call the minimal such h' (if it 
exists) "the minimal merging point of k, I". ~-~ is an equivalence relation with 
only finitely many equivalence classes (for transitivity use the fact that if k and l 
merge at k' and k" > k', then k and l merge at k"). An automaton-theoretic 
version of ~ has been used in McNaughton (1966). It seems that the "logical" 
version was first considered in Shelah (1975). 
For ¢, r ~ 3~m let ~o(~.~) be the sentence 
~o(~,.) = ~x(" T~[0, x] = ~" ^ Vy ~z > y 
("x + 1 --~ z + 1" a "T~[x + 1, z] = ~")), 
where the parts in quotation marks are formulated according to 1.2b~). The key 
point in proving 2.1 is the following 
LEMMA 2.2. For any structure 9~ = (ca, <, P1 ..... P~) and m ~ 0: 
(a) There is a pair (or, 7) ~ 7~ × 7~,~ such that 9J~ '~ qo(~,~). 
(b) If. ~ ~ q~(,,~) , then T,, eat = ~ q- Z °" r. 
Proof. (a) Since there are only finitely many equivalence classes of ~-~, 
there is an infinite such class, say L Let n o @ 1 ~I  and ~ := T~[0 ,  no]. 
Consider for any 7' e 5~,,~ the set /~, = {k e I ] T,,~[no q- 1, k] = r'}. Some 
set I , ,  must be infinite. Let r be such a r'. Then 93l ~- cp(~,,). 
(b) Assuming 93~ ~ 5o(~.,), we can choose n o ~ ca such that T,,~gJ~[O, no] = cr 
and /~={n[n  o@ 1 ~.on+ 1 and T,,,~[no@ 1, hi =7} is infinite. We 
now define the required sequence no, n l ,  n2 .... (where n o is chosen as above) 
in the following way: I f  n o .... , ni are defined (with n o q-1 ~-~ nj + 1 for 
j ~< i) let ni+l be the smallest n > ni such that n o @ 1 ~-~ n q- 1 and for all 
j <~ i T~ma[no @ 1, n] = T,,,m~[nj -k 1, n] = ,. By infinity of/~ and construction 
of n o ,..., ni such an ni+l exists. We have T~[n i  4- 1, ni+l] = r for i >/0;  
hence T~ ~ = ~ + ~o, 7. 
By Lemma 2.2, the m-type of model 9Jl = (ca, < , / )1  ,..., P~) is determined by 
some formula cp(~,,) . Combining this with 1.2%), we obtain 
LEMMA 2.3. For any sentence qo with qr(~) <~ m there is a finite disjunction, 
namely 
a~ = V{~(~,~) (~, 7) < ~.  x y . , ,  there is a model 9)l = (~o, <,  t"1 ..... P~,) 
such that 9J~ ~ qo(~,~) and ~(o.~) ~ @, 
such that for all ~J~ = (ca, <,  P1,..., P~): 
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Remark 2.4. We can find 8 o from q) in an effective way: Call (~, ~-) G 3;~ × 3;~ 
suitable if a, r are finitely satisfiable and T + ~ = T. This condition can be 
checked effectively (use 1.3!). From 2.2 it follows that there is a model 9J~ = 
(co, <, / )1  ,..., Pn) satisfying ~v(o.~) iff (a, ~-) is suitable. Since for ~o with qr(~o) ~< m 
and suitable (a, ~-) we have either ~o(~,,) ~ 5o or ~v(~.,) ~ -ncp (~O(o,,) determines 
an m-type!), we see that given cp the set of suitable (~, ~-) with ~o(~,,) ~ cp is found 
effectively. These (a, ~-) yield the desired disjunction. 
Now we conclude the proof of 2.1. In view of 2.3, it is only to be verified that 
any of the formulas ~(~.,) can be written in the form 9x(qv(a, x) ^ Vy 3z > y 
~b(x + 1, z) where q~ and ~b are bounded. In the formula ~o(~.~) 
3x("Tm[0, x] = ~" A Vy 3z > y("x + 1 ~ z + 1" A "T~[x + 1, z] = .r")) 
the only critical point is the unbounded quantifier hidden in "x @ 1 N z + 1". 
But clearly ~o(~,,) is equivalent with 
3x("T~[0, x] = ~" ^  Vy 3u > y 
"u is the minimal merging point of x ~- 1 and an element z @ 1 
between x @ 1 and u such that T~[x + 1, z] = r") 
The part in quotation marks can be expressed by a formula ~(x -t- 1, u) which 
is bounded. Hence 2.1 is proved. 
We mention without proof that a completely analogous argument leads to the 
characterization f monadic-second-order finable sets of oJ-sequences as those 
of the form I,J~_: Ui " lim Vi where the Ui and Vi are regular. For the modifica- 
tions which are necessary to obtain the analogue of 2.2 and of 2.4, see §2 of 
Shelah (1975) and Thomas (1979a). 
3. EQUIVALENCE WITH LADNER'S DEFINITION 
Let LSFz  ~ be the class (introduced in Ladner (1977)) defined as the closure 
of the empty set of w-sequences over 27 under the operations of union, comple- 
ment and concatenation with a star-free set of words on the left. 
THEOREM 3.1. SF~ = LSF~.  
Proof. It is established by induction over LSFZ that any A G LSFZ is 
first-order definable (see Ladner (1977, Theorem 5.6)). Hence, by 2.1, LSF2  C 
SF•. For the converse we have to show that for any W G SFz the set lira W 
belongs to LSFZ.  (Then it is immediate that an arbitrary set of the form 
f~  
~)i=1 Ui  " lim ~,  where the Ui, Vi are in SFz ,  belongs to LSFZ. )  Since 
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LSFz  °~ is closed under complement, let us consider instead of lim W the set 
27~ -- lim W. We shall find star-free sets U 1 .... , UT~, V1 .... , V~ such that 
/: 
27~ - -  l im W = U (U~ • (V~ " 2~)~) ,  (*)  
i=l  
where e denotes complement. Since 27o) =_ ;~ ~, this will show that 27~ --  lim W 
and thus lim W belongs to LSF2 .  In  order to find the representation (*), it will 
suffice to express the condition ~ ~ Z ~ -- lim W in the form 
k 
9~ ~- V 3~(~(0, x) ^ Vy > x -~ ¢~(x + ~, y)) (+) 
i=1 
where the g~ and ~b i are bounded formulas ofLl(Z' ). This is achieved as follows: 
e Z ~ --  lim W 
if[ 3m V,, > m ~(0) "" ~(n) ¢ W 
iff 9)t~ ~ Bx Vy > x ~b(O, y) 
(where ~b defines the star-free set 
iff 9Jt~ ~ 3x 
(where T o is chosen as in 1.2b2) ) 
irr '~  ~ V 
27+- W) 
Vy > ~ V "r,~[o, y] = ~-" 
,'reT O 
?x("T~[O, ~] = C '  A Vy > 
V r~[x + 1, y] = ~d') 
r2ET(r 1) 
(where r 1 ~ T 1 iff there is r 2 with r 1 q- r~ E To, and r 2 ~ T(rl)  iff r 1 + r~ ~ T¢). 
The last sentence can be written as required in (+) ;  hence 3.1 is proved. 
As an analysis of the proof of 3.1 together with 1.2 and 1.3 shows, the transition 
from "LSF2-express ions"  to corresponding "SF~°'-expressions '' or to corre- 
sponding first-order formulas and vice versa is effective, 
The proof of 3.1 carries over (with "regular" instead of "star-free") to yield 
the result hat REGz '  coincides with the closure of the empty set of co-sequences 
over 27 under union, complement, and concatenationwith a regular set on the left. 
RECEIVED: November  3, 1978 
Note added in proof. After submission of this paper, Prof. Ladner informed the 
author that he had independent ly obtained the result that every first-order definable set 
A C Z ~o belongs to LSF~ ~°. 
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